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ABSTRACT

The study was conducted to describe and compare the human resources management practices of three five-star hotels in Guangdong, China, particularly, their hiring process, recruitment, selection, orientation, training and development, and performance appraisal. Moreover, the study also determined and compared the hotels’ organizational commitment; strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and strengths, and the HRM problems and challenges they were facing, and generated recommendations and implications of the findings on the development of the HRM of hotels.

This is a descriptive-comparative study that utilized extensive review of hotel documents, questionnaire administration to HR personnel, in-depth interview with hotel managers and HR department heads, internet search, and personal observation.

The three hotels covered by this study, Hotels A, B, and C have similar distinctive features and have more or less the same target market. They were all economically stable, and they cater to different levels of guests. Hotel A highlights its own business hotel features; Hotel B boasts of its superior spa resources, while Hotel C promotes its sea view elements. All these are reflected in their vision, mission and goals. Hotel A and Hotel B
have linear functional structure; while Hotel C has a functional structure. The unique
cultures of the three hotels reflect their respective style and pursuits. Because they have
different positioning and strategies, they also have different concepts of corporate culture,
goals and tasks.

The recruitment processes of the three hotels differ from each other. They have
different sources of recruits, and use different forms of advertisement. Hotel A has more
recruitment requirements compared to Hotel B and Hotel C. Hotel A and Hotel C have
recruitment plan, but Hotel B does not. The three hotels also have different external
recruitment sources.

Reference checking is common to the three hotels in selecting employees.
Interview and testing are used by Hotel A and Hotel C, but B only use interview. The
three hotels apparently give premium to orientation. They all offer orientation programs,
with different individuals conducting the orientation.

Training of employees is compulsory in the three hotels. They all have training
plans and the knowledge and skills acquired through training are evaluated and used as
basis for promotion and/retention.

All the hotels offer incentive program for good performance and retention. The
employees of two hotels know that they are being evaluated since the appraisal purposes,
schedule and dimensions are clearly communicated to them, but this is not so in the other
hotel.
Salaries and benefits provided by the three hotels differ. Hotel C gives more benefits and incentives to their personnel, and these are very specific in the labor contract. These are not so specific in Hotel B.